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The Relations of Vegetative Composition
and Cattle Grazing on Nebraska Range Land
T . E. BRINEGAR and F. D. KEIM
Department of Agronomy

1

The objectives of the studies reported in this paper were: ( 1) to obtain an
analysis of the vegetation in tall and short grass range lands, (2) to observe
the activities of cattle on the range, and (3) to determine the effects of grazing
upon vegetation.
During the period 1937 to 1940 the Department of Agronomy of the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, in cooperation with the Valentine
Substation, conducted pasture studies in Cherry county, Nebraska. The work
of 1937 consisted mainly in the mapping and classification of a typical sandhill range area. In 1938 the production and utilization of the forage was
studied, plant development data were obtained, and carrying capacities were
computed. During this year several quadrat studies in the sandhills were also
inaugurated to discover the process of range recovery after extreme abuse. In
1939 this work was continued in the sandhills and extended to include the

Cherry
County

SANDHILL REGION

Scale

O 20
40 !Illes
.______,

fflII

Ha rdla nd a r ea s t udied
Sa ndhi ll area a t udied

FIG. !.-Location of areas studied .

adjoining hardlands (Fig. 1). These studies were continued in 1940, observations on the grazing activities of cattle were elaborated, and the effects of grazing upon the composition of vegetation were studied in detail.
Near Valentine, Nebraska, there is a relatively level hardland area known
as the Crookston T able. The vegetation is in sharp contrast to the adjoining
1 Acknowledgem ent is made of the guidance of the late Dr . A . L. Frolik, under whose supervision the
fiel d work incorporated in this paper was conducted. H is keen personal interes t in this project, coupled
with his great knowledge of pasture cond itions, has ser ved as an immeasurable aid. T he authors are g ratefu l to Gordon H. Jones fo r helpfu l suggesti ons in ini tiating the stu dy , to Marion W. Pederse n for his
assista nce with the fiel d work in 1940, a nd to Snpt. E . M. Brouse of the Valentine Experiment Substation
for his cooperation.
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sandhills (Fig. 2). Ecologically, the sandhills are a postclimax grassland. This
vegetation has developed beyond the growth limits determined by the climate
mainly because of efficient absorption of moisture by the coarse textured soil.
The soil of the Crookston Table is of a finer texture than that of the sandhills.
If not disturbed, the hardland area supports mixed prairie. At the time of this
study most of the hardland region was a short-grass disclimax as a result of

FIG. 2.---General view taken from the sa ndhill-'hardl and transition zone near Valentine.
In the fo reground is sa nd reed grass ( Calamovilfa longifolia), which is the most important pas ture grass of th e sandhills. The Crookston table is shown in the background .

grazing. These two very different types of grassland afforded an excellent
opportunity for the comparisons of tall and short grass range. Both of the
areas were grazed by high-grade, beef-type cattle.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
One of the first authentic accounts of the flora of the Nebraska sandhills
was given by Webber (36). 2 He reported the results of a plant collecting trip
in Thomas county in 1889. Smith and Pound (31) in 1892 described the flora
of the wet valleys, dry valleys, and dunes from a taxonomic viewpoint. Smith
(30) in 1892 discussed the values of the common species . In 1895 Rydberg
(24) made a taxonomic study in an area just south of that included in the
present investigation.
The first ecological study conducted in the sand hills was made by Pound
and Clements (22) in 1900. A mo re comprehensive study was conducted by
Pool (21) in 1914. His work gives a fu ll account of the flora as well as ecological interpretations. In 1926 an investigation of economic aspects of the
Nebraska sand hills cattle industry was made by Hedges ( 14 ). This work contains much information about management practices. Keim, Frolik, and Beadle
(18) in 1932 were the first to determine forage yields in this area. Ramaley
(23) in 1939 published a description of the xeric conditions of the sandhills
in Colorado. Frolik and Shepherd ( 10) in 1940 published a study of the
Figures i n parentheses are references

to

literatu re ci ted.
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composition and economic importance of the vegetation in a typical sandhill
area. Their work consisted of a detailed survey of the major forage types of
grazing lands and covered a block of 114,000 acres of Cherry county.
Archibald and Bennett ( 3 ), working in Massachusetts in 1933, found that
the chemical composition of pasture herbage from various soil types varied
noticeably. Chemical analyses of sandhill soil of South Carolina show it to
be low in phosphoric acid, as reported by Keitt in 1911 19 ).
In 1927, Cory (7) made some observations in Texas on the time consumed
by several classes of livestock in various activities. His work was evidently
conducted mainly during the daylight hours, with some observations on moonlight nights. Cory made his observations on a few "key" animals rather than
the herd as a whole. His work is of special interest for its comparisons of
various classes of domestic livestock. Culley ( 8) in 1938 reported that "cattle
have rather definite grazing periods."
One of the early studies of plant succession in relation to range management
problems was conducted by Sampson (26) in 1919. He illustrated the changes
in the composition caused by grazing disturbance. This work served as a
guide in parts of the present study. In 1931 Campbell (5) conducted some
range studies in New Mexico on plant succession as determined by differences
in soil type.
Graber ( 11 ), working on permanent pastures in Wisconsin in 1929, contributed some interesting information upon the effects of continuous heavy
grazing on the productivity of pasture grasses. Studies along similar lines have
been conducted in Oklahoma by Smith (29) in 1940 and by McCarty (20)
in 1938, in Utah. These are valuable studies of the effects of cattle grazing
upon the vegetation.

CLIMATE
The mean annual precipitation of the area studied was 18.75 inches. More
than three-fourths of this precipitation falls during the growing season ( April
through September). The heaviest rainfall occurs during May, June, and
July, but periods of drouth are common during the summer months.
The mean annual temperature of the region is about 47°F. Although
the extremes in temperature may vary from -40 ° to l08 °F., periods of
extreme temperatures are of short duration (Table I).
The frost-free period is from 130 to 160 days. Climatic conditions in general
are very favorable for the production of cattle.
SOILS

The soils of the sandhills are mostly of coarse texture, loose, and subject
to wind erosion. The three main series are dune sand, Valentine, and Gannett.
Soil texture in this semiarid region is of special importance because it affects
the efficiency of absorption of rainfall. Coarse-textured soils are very efficient
because they permit rapid absorption and there is little runoff. Loss by evaporation from the surface few inches is also less than in heavier soils because
moisture is stored at a greater depth.
The soil series of the hardlands are Rosebud, Holt, and associated series;
they are characterized by a fine sandy to silt loam texture. The Anselmo soil
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series is transitional between the sandhills and the hardlands. This soil is
more silty than the sandhill types and more sandy than the typical hardlands.
An intimate mixture of sandhill and hardland plants characterizes this ecotone.
TABLE 1.-Average monthly and annual precipitation and mean temperature
at Valentine, Nebraska
Precipitation
Month

1889-1 940

Mean
1

Mean temperature

1889-1 940

1937-1 940

0.56
0.53
1.25
2.20
2.7 1
2.9 1
2.75
2.32
1.24
1.12
0.5 9
0.5 7

In.
0.76
0.51
1.17
2. 84
2.72
2.3 8
2.57
1.50
1.04
0.88
0.3 9
0.61

o F.

21
23
34
46
57
67
74
72
62
49
35
25

22
37
46
59
68
77
73
67
54
34
31

18.75

17.37

47

49

In .

Januar y
February
March
April
May
June
Jul y
Aug ust
September
October
November
D ecember

1937-1940

o F.

22

From U. S. Weather Bureau reports.

FIELD METHODS
General outline maps with a scale of four inches to the mile were prepared
for each pasture under study. Later these maps were checked for accuracy
with aerial photographs obtained from the Agricultural Adjustment Administration . The major vegetative types were plotted on each map.
In determining the present status of the vegetation and the value of the
major species, 12 study areas were established in the sandhills and 10 in the
hardlands ( sampling 14 different pastures). Each study area was sampled by
10 mechanically located circular plots 100 square feet in size (radius 5.64 feet).
A small lath stake was used to mark the center of each plot. The study areas
were located in currently grazed pastures of a size and type commonly found
in the region. To determine whether on not the study plots adequately sampled
the pastures in which they were located and were typical of the area in question, composition studies were made in all the vegetative types of each of the
14 pastures at the end of the season. The density and utilization of the vegetation were determined in late June, early August, mid-September and early
November. The square-foot density method (10, 17, 32) was used for determining the ground cover and composition of the vegetation by species. Green
weights were obtained by clipping several square feet (foliage cover) of each
of the various species in protected areas. These weights were used as an indication of forage production, by species, and together with the percentage utilization figures obtained in grazed pastures served as an index to the amount of
forage, of each species, utilized by the cattle. Moisture samples were obtained
to convert all forage production to an oven-dry-weight basis. The pastures
which were currently ungrazed, in compliance with the provisions of the AAA
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range program, were found to be very satisfactory for obtaining the green
weights. The pastures used to obtain these square foot forage weights had
been grazed during the previous season; therefore the vegetation was not
modified by long periods of nongrazing. These pastures were found to be
more satisfactory than small exclosures because they were large enough to
furnish an adequate supply of each species for clippings. The accuracy of
each man's estimates upon both density and percentage of utilization was
checked daily. The maximum error allowed in estimating utilization was
5 per cent.
In making the observations upon the activities of range cattle two herds
were chosen from sandhill pastures, one ( A) in a lightly grazed and another
(B) in a heavily stocked pasture. Two herds were also chosen in the hardlands.
These herds were grazed on ranges at rates of stocking comparable to those of
the sand hills. Pasture (a) was lightly to moderately stocked and pasture ( b)
grazed to a greater degree. All of the cattle observed were of a high-grade
beef type with the Hereford breed predominating (Fig. 3).

FIG. 3 .- Sandhill cattl e at windmill.

To determine the effect of climatic conditions upon the act1v1t1es of the
herds the observers recorded, at hourly intervals, the temperatures, the general
wind direction, and the amount of cloudiness. Sudden shifting of wind direction, the falling of rain or hail, lightning, and other climatic conditions were
noted.
The herds were observed for 24 hours at a time, in early June, early July,
late July, late August, and mid-September. At half-hour intervals careful
observations upon their activities and general environment were noted. The
number and length of grazing and resting periods of the majority of the
cattle were taken to be indicative of the herd's activity.
The observations were made from a car because the herds were accustomed
to it. As long as the observers remained inside the car there was no disturbance.
These observations, however, were always made from distances sufficient to
create no disturbance of the herd. Field glasses were valuable in the observations of the activities. The car was equipped with a powerful spotlight for
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the observations made during extremely dark nights. This light, it was found,
created no disruption of the normal activity of the herds if it was not held
upon any one animal. When the moon was bright, the light was not used. It
was desired to include some very dark nights in the observations of each herd
as well as some of bright moonlight to note the effect of such a variation.
For the purpose of recording the movements of the herds the pasture maps
were elaborated to include certain prominent landmarks in addition to the
pasture outline. These landmarks proved to be quite valuable in accurately
determining the distance traveled by the cattle and the peripheries of the herd
at hourly intervals. The charting of the herd's periphery furnished an indication as to both the distance and area covered by the cattle.
The same four pastures as those used in the cattle observations were used
in determining the effect of the intensity of cattle grazing upon the vegetation.
Several temporary transects were taken in each direction from the watering
places. These transects were of ten plots each and were so spaced that the
distance between olots was one-tenth of the total distance from the windmill
to a point within 50 paces of the pasture boundary. From each of the transects,
plots similarly located from the watering place were averaged to give a mean
for that portion of the pasture. That is, plots 1, 5, and 10 of transect I were
averaged with plots of corresponding numbers of transects II and III. All estimates of density, utilization, etc., were obtained in the same manner as that
previously described in the evaluation of the major species. From an average
of all plots in the transects of a pasture an average foliage density was then
obtained for the three grazing zones (plots 1, 5, and 10) for each pasture.
The percentage composition of the total foliage occupied by each species
was obtained, as well as the percentage made up by grasses, £orbs, and shrubs,
from the density figures. The volumes produced by grasses, £orbs, and shrubs
in each zone were calculated from the percentage composition of each species
in the zones, together with the average volume ( average oven-dry weight) produced by that species. The percentage of utilization of each species by the
cattle was also determined in each zone of the transects. This, together with the
composition and volume of production, is included in the results.

GENERAL VEGETATION CONDITIONS
The succession of vegetation in this area is interesting because of the wide
range of conditions for plant growth. As one travels from the edge of the
sandhill lakes to the hardland area, many stages in natural succession may be
observed (Fig. 4). The two primary reasons for this variation are the difference
in height of water table and the difference in soil texture. In the low meadows
of the sandhills the water table is near the surface, and as one ascends the
dunes the texture of the soil becomes coarser and of increasing importance in
the conservation of moisture.
The hardland soils, when protected from grazing, are covered with mixed
prairie, and the vegetation at the time of this study was a short-grass disclimax
as a result of grazing. Here the water table is far from the surface, and the soil
is of a much finer texture. This soil holds more total water at field-carrying capacity than the sands of the tall-grass area, but the soils of a sandy nature and
the dune sands allow deeper and more rapid penetration and thus less surface
evaporation and no runoff. For these reasons there is actually more water
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available for plant growth on the coarse-textured sandhill soils during times
when moisture is a limiting factor. The higher field-carrying capacity of the
hardland soils may prove very valuable when there is abundant rain, as in
early spring.
Occurrence of forage plants from wet to

,drier sites sandhills and hardlands of Nebraska
I

Hardlands
Har d l and

{

clim ax

.'/ es tr-n nee d legras s
ll i ggerwoo l

i

l ue g r ama

Gr a z. in ::.·
d i sc l ~ a.x

Sandh ills

I
I
I

;
uffto g r as s

;:::,~:,

I
I

Sand d r opse e: d

c"'1c drop r e d \
Love_;ra ss

)

3and jreedgrass

l

/

/ : -dhi ll blues t em

/

We stern whe otgras 7

/

/

//

~

s tern <j:eat;;-rass

L i tcle l,lue s tlL - J u n e g r ~,i - out ; rass

/
Salin e
r'hase

1

l J;~~
c li.J,,c.:.x

~e d field ' s g r ass

f

Safl t~-rass

E:. i g bluestem ,- Indian g r as s

?-ush

Sl ouB:h g r as s - .3w1 tc ~ra ss

i
i

E luej oin t

Swamp r eed5r ass

FIG. 4. -0ccurrence of fo rage pl a nts from wet to drier sites in sa ndhill and h ard land a reas .

The chemical composition of the soils may also influence the quality of
vegetation growing in an area. It was fou nd in Texas (9) that there was a
high correlation between the protein in the young growth of some of the
g rasses, such as big bluestem and little bluestem, and the nitrogen content of
soils upon which they grew.
Frolik and Shepherd (10) have divided the sandhill area into five forage
types. The dune-sand type includes all of the sandhill areas having a rolling
or choppy topography. It is usually differentiated from the valley types by
a rather abrupt change in slope and in the composition of the vegetation. The
characteristic species of the dune-sand type was found to be sandreed grass
(Calamovilfa longifolia) (Fig. 5), but it was somewhat modified by the appearance of sandhill bluestem ( Andropogon hallii), sand dropseed ( Sporobolus
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cryptandrus), and hairy grama (Bouteloua hirsuta) . The average density of
foliage cover in this type was about 16 per cent ( 10 ).

5. -Sandreed grass-the most important grass in sandhill pastures. This grass, although
not highly palatable, is very abundant and an extremely high producer of forage .

FIG.

The dry-valley type ranked second in size although it covered only about
one-fourth as many acres as the dune-sand forage type. Considerable variation
in the composition of the vegetation of this type was found. The maximum
ecological development on the harder soils was a mixed prairie association
similar to that described by Weaver and Clements ( 35) for the table lands of
western Nebraska. It should be noted that this dry-valley type of vegetation
of the sandhills more nearly resembles the hardland vegetation than any of
the other types in the sandhill area. On the Valentine soils of the dry-valley
forage type the maximum development would probably be characterized by
western needle-grass (Stipa comata) as described by Pool (21). Western needlegrass is an early- growing species and is grazed very heavily in the spring before
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most of the associated species have produced much forage. Consequently this
grass had been replaced to a large extent by the shorter grasses on the harder
soils, and on the more sandy soils by those species which were either less palatable or more tolerant to grazing. It has been suggested by Allred (2) that needlegrass may be used as a delicate barometer of past range use. At the time of
this study only about 1 per cent of the vegetation was western needlegrass and
the type was characterized by blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis) and western
wheatgrass ( Agropyron smithii) on the heavier soils and sand dropseed on
the lighter, more sandy sites.
The dry-meadow type of vegetation was classified by Frolik and Shepherd
as intermediate between the dry-valley and wet-meadow types. During the
most favorable years the dry-meadow area produces a satisfactory crop of hay
although the forage from this type is not equal in either quality or quantity to
that produced upon the wet meadows. This third most important sandhill type
was characterized by such species as switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), sloughgrass ( Spartin pectinata), and big bluestem ( Andropogon furcatus).
Distinct zoning and considerable dive rsity of the dominant species characterized the wet-meadow vegetative area, as pointed out by Keim, Frolik,
and Beadle (18). This diversity was a direct response to ground-water level.
The wet-meadow area is -seldom grazed except during the winter months when
it may serve as grounds for hay feeding.
In the sandhills the saltgrass vegetative type is the smallest in area. Because of its usual restriction to saline soils, the saltgrass is easily recognized
and clearly demarked from the other vegetative types. Typically, saltgrass
(Distichlis stricta) forms almost pure stands of rather open sod (Fig. 6). It was
observed that the density of the sod of this species was increased with judicious
grazing, as the accumulation of old vegetation seemed to thin the stand. Other
species found in association with saltgrass were western wheatgrass, wild
barley (Hordeum jubatum), and switchgrass.

FIG. 6.-Two- and three -year old stee rs in a sa ltg rass flat in the sa ndhill s. This is an ideal
location for a windmill. Note very little disturbance by cattle congregating at mill.
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In order of decreasing forage productivity per acre the vegetative types
have been ranked by Frolik and Shepherd (10) as follows: (1) wet meadow,
(2) dry meadow, (3) saltgrass, (4) dry valley, and (5) dune sand.
In contrast the hardland vegetation was more uniform than that found
in the sandhills. Variations in the vegetative composition of the hardlands
were of a local nature. It was observed that maximum development was attained only with protection from grazing. Since the hardland soil and topography were quite uniform within the area, there was but little variation in the
vegetation other than that caused by differences in the intensity of grazing.
The level uplands, when protected from grazing, were dominated by western
needlegrass and niggerwool (Carex filifolia), but under the present use the
aspect is that of a short-grass area. This area is now characterized by blue
grama and western needlegrass on the level uplands, while niggerwool, little
bluestem ( Andropogon scoparius), and side-oats grama Bouteloua curtipendula), occur on the rocky outcrops and disturbed ridges.
In the depressions of the pasture valleys were found either buffalo grass
(Buchloe dactyloides) or western wheatgrass. Buffalo grass was found in the
shallow depressions with a compact soil, and in certain sites formed a dense
sod and quite completely occupied these small areas. Western wheatgrass was
found at locations with a little more available moisture, often in the few
depressions which may have had a less compact soil than that occupied by
buffalo grass. This species may also have an advanage over buffalo grass in
certain small areas which are saline.
Throughout the whole area of hardland pastures blue grama (Fig. 7) was
found to be the most important species. This species, besides having an extremely wide distribution in the hardlands, made up the bulk of the density of

FIG. 7.-Blue grama-the m ost important grass in the hardlands and in the dry valleys of
the sandhills.
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nearly all pasture study areas. One reason for the seeming uniformity of the
hardlands vegetation as a whole was this wide occurrence of blue grama.
Since, in general, all sites were dominated by blue grama, no attempt was
made to divide the hardland area into types. In the hardlands there is no
distinct hay land, but those valleys which have more available moisture because
of somewhat sandy soil or because of surface runoff from the adjoining hills
are often cut for hay. The production of these haylands is lower than that of
sandhill meadows.
In this area some cultivation was observed. Corn and small grains are
produced, and both forage and grain sorghums are raised with a moderate
degree of success. Cultivated land which had been abandoned and was returning to grass was covered with varying amounts of sand dropseed, side-oats
grama, little bluestem, and western wheatgrass.
In the pastures of the hardland area the forbs 3 and shrubs were somewhat
more important than_ in the sandhills mainly because many of the species of
this sort which occupied the hardland area were more palatable to cattle.

DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY OF FOUR REPRESENTATIVE
RANGES
For the purpose of more intensified study four pastures were chosen from
the fourteen. Two of these were selected in the sandhills, one lightly grazed
(A) and one heavily grazed ( B ). In the hardlands also two were chosen. The
one designated a was a lightly grazed pasture and b was more heavily utilized
than a during the current season.
Lightly stocked sandhill pasture: Pasture A in the sandhills was a range
unit which contained approximately 3,925 acres of very rolling and choppy
land. The hills in this pasture were noticeably higher than in the average pasture of this area. The sand seemed to be extremely loose, and there were
numerous large "blowouts" and an abundance of soapweed (Yucca glauca),
which served as a reminder of past abuse.
The disturbance near windmills in the past had been so severe that the
two windmills had been moved to new locations, leaving huge shifting dunes
to mark their former positions. This range had a lower percentage of dry
valleys in proportion to the dunes than the average sandhill pasture, and because of the past disturbances and the predominance of dune vegetation ( with
its relatively lower density) the forage production of this pasture was below
average.
In the past this pasture had been rather heavily stocked and much of the
time overstocked to such a degree as to bring about severe damage from wind
erosion. The calculated carrying capacity of 375 animal units
per season had
been exceeded many times in the past 25 years. During the grazing season of
1940 the rate of stocking was 326 animal units. This rate of stocking was
significantly below that which the range could support at proper use; but
3 As used in this paper the terms /orbs a nd weeds shall he considered as synonymous and may be defined
as those herbaceous plants, both palatable and unpalatable, which cannot be classed as grasses or grass like
plants.
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during the season of 1940 the outstanding range-use problem was not understocking, but rather a decided lack of proper distribution of grazing. One of
the two windmills was not used during the 1940 season. Near the pasture
boundary there was no utilization of even the extremely palatable species,
while near the watering place undesirable weeds made up 93 per cent of
the total forage composition, and some of these were grazed as much as 50
per cent. ·
Heavily stocked sandhill pasture: The second pasture chosen for this study
in the sandhills had an area of 1,025 acres with average sandhill topography.
The hills were typically rolling dunes with one broad valley near the center
of the pasture. The windmill was located at one end of this large valley. It
was possible for the herd to walk from the mill to a large part of the pasture
and yet remain in the valley or its fingerlike branches much of the time.
There were few extremely loose areas or large blowouts in this pasture
although the looser areas were quite densely populated with soapweed ( indicating disturbance) . The use-history of this pasture indicated that it had
been consistently stocked near its calculated carrying capacity of 110 animal
units per grazing season. During several years its rate of stocking had exceeded that estimated to be proper.
The season of 1940 was one of the years during which the pasture was
utilized most heavily, carrying 132 animal units.
Since the pasture B was smaller and more level than pasture A, the one
watering place proved to be more nearly adequate than in pasture A . Although
the long, continuous overgrazing near the windmill had reduced the size and
vigor of the most desirable forage plants, there was less contrast, in composition and utilization of forage in the different grazing zones, than pasture A.
L ightly stocked hard/and pasture : In the hardlands, pasture a was selected
as being somewhat comparable to A in the sandhills. It had several wellknown indicators of past overgrazing. This pasture had an area of 640 acres
of level to gently rolling land. The soil was predominantly Rosebud fine sandy
loam and very fine sandy loam. The vegetation was fairly uniform, although
a long swale in the center, of a somewhat sandy nature, contained species of
a more mesic character than the bulk of the vegetation. The history of this
area indicated that it had consistently been stocked at about 15 per cent above
the calculated carrying capacity of 82 animal units until the season of 1940,
when it carried 60 units.
The one windmill was located near a corner of the range and consequently
did not aid in securing an even distribution of grazing. While the severity of
the disturbance was not so great as in either of the sandhill pastures studied,
it was more serious than in the average hardland pasture.
Heavily stocked hard/and pasture: Pasture b in the hardlands, with an
area of 532 acres, had topography and soil typical of the hardland region ( very
similar to a in these respects). This was a pasture which had in the past been
lightly grazed and was at the time of this study being more heavily utilized.
The calculated carrying capacity was 65 animal units for each grazing season
and during the season of 1940 it supported 64 animal units. The installation
of a second windmill near the center of this pasture in the spring of 1940
proved to be rather important in securing more uniform grazing than that obtained in the other pastures studied.
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GRAZING ACTIVITIES OF CATTLE
During the summer of 19.38 some general observations were made upon
the grazing activities of a herd of cattle in a sandhill pasture. It was noted
that this herd during the 24-hour-long observations seemed to have rather
definite cycles of grazing and of inactivity, each period of which was about
six hours in length.
In 1939 one herd in the sandhills and one in the hardlands was observed
several times during the season. During this year many very general observations on pastures of various sizes in both sandhills and hardlands were also
conducted. It was discovered that the periods of grazing and of resting or
inactivity were not of the same length in the hardlands as they were in the
sandhills. Each period, whether grazing or resting, was quite uniformly of
six hours duration in the sandhills. In contrast the periods of grazing and
resting in the hardlands were as definite as those of the sandhills but were
only one-half as long. That is, in the sandhills there were six-hour periods of
grazing alternating with six-hour periods of resting, while in the hardlands the
grazing periods and resting periods were of three hours duration each. In
these 1939 studies, general observations upon weather conditions and other
environmental factors showed that these agents exerted very little if any effect
upon the activities of the herds.
Since observations during the two previous years had proved to be quite interesting, this study was continued and elaborated in 1940. Pastures A and B in
the sandhills and a and b in the hardlands were chosen for these observations.
All herds were of high-grade beef type and were of comparable ages. Herds
consisted of typical "cow herds" with suckling calves and herd bulls. When
turned on to the range in the spring, the cattle were in about the same condition, and all animals appeared to be in good health .
Total hours of grazing and resting: In the analysis of the daily activities
of the cattle observed it was desired to determine the differences in the total
hours spent in grazing and resting in an average 24-hour period (Fig. 8).
It was discovered that in general nearly half of the average day was spent in
grazing and about the same amount of time in resting. In Texas (7) it was
found that the feeding activity of cattle equaled or exceeded slightly the time
spent in other activities. Cory found that the cattle he observed spent about
56 per cent of their time in feeding. In both sandhill pastures, however, a
little more of the total day was spent in resting than in grazing: In pasture
A the herd spent 11.3 hours grazing and 12 .7 resting, and in B, 10.5 hours
grazing and 13.5 resting. Herds in the hardlands seemed to divide their daily
activities more evenly. In pasture a they grazed 12.0 hours and rested 12.0
hours and in b they grazed 11.7 hours and rested 12.3 hours in the average day.
Effects of wind upon activities of cattle: Several theories exist concerning
the direction of travel by grazing animals in relation to the direction of wind.
The notes taken upon this subject are summarized in Table 2. This table
shows that the percentage of time the herds traveled directly with the wind
was extremely small (a range of 4.1 per cent in pasture A to 9.7 per cent in
pasture a). The percentage of time that the herds traveled directly against
the wind was also small (5.3 per cent for A and 2.7 per cent for the other
three pastures). The amount of time the various herds traveled neither di-
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rectly with nor against the wind was, for pasture A, 90.3; B, 90.0; a, 87.5; and
b, 90.2 per cent. During these observations there were no extremely strong
winds, but the velocity was probably about average for the grazing season.
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FIG. 8.-Average total hours of grazing and resting. A and B refer to sand hill pastures;
a and b to hardland pastures; S to sandhill average; and H to hardland average.
TABL E

2.-The effect of wind direction upon the direction of the herd's travel.

Percentage of total time herd traveled with the wind
Percentage of time herd traveled against wind
Percentage of time h erd traveled
n either with nor against the wind

Pasture
A

Pasture
B

Pasture
a

Pasture
b

4.1
5.3

6.9
2.7

9.7
2.7

6.9
2.7

90.3

90.0

87.5

90.2

Cory (7) in T exas found that the cattle were not greatly influenced by the
wind in either feeding or bedding down. It is a rather commonly accepted fact
that during extremely strong winds, especially when accompanied by snow,
the grazing animals will drift with the wind. The authors do not feel, from
these observations, that wind should be given any serious consideration as an
agency in the distribution of cattle on the range if the velocity does not become
extremely high.
Effects of temperature upon activities of cattle: The effect of temperature
upon the activities of the herds under observation was slight (Fig. 9). The
mean temperatures of the grazing and resting periods for any one pasture
were strikingly alike in each case. In pasture A the mean temperature of the
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grazmg periods, average of five observations, was 72.9°F., and for resting
periods 74.2 °F. In B the average temperature during grazing periods was
73.8 °F., and during the time spent in inactivity, 77.8 °F. In the hardland pasture a the average temperature for the time spent in grazing was 75.0 °F. and
for resting, 74.3 °F . In pasture b the mean grazing temperature was 74.0 °F. and
for resting, 71.8 °F. As we analyze these results it is seen that in the sandhills
the average temperature of the grazing time was somewhat lower (73.3 °F.)
than the average temperature of the resting periods (76.0 °F.) . In contrast to
this the grazing periods in the hardlands occurred during slightly higher
temperatures (74.6 °F.) than did the resting periods (73.1 °F .) . Culley (8)
in 1938 found that in the spring the grazing hours were about the same as
for the summer season.
80
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FIG. 9.- Mean temperature of grazing and resting periods. A and B refer to sandhill pastures; a and b to hardland pastures; S to sandhill average ; and H to hardland average.

Percentage of pasture covered by herds: The percentage of the pasture
covered in an average 24-hour period (Fig. 10) in pasture A ( 18.7) was, over
the grazing season as a whole, slightly less than that covered in pasture B
( 19.0). These figures show that there was very little difference in the percentage of pasture covered by the two herds, irrespective of pasture size or
rate of stocking. The pasture maps, however, showed that from one observation to the other there was more repetition in the particular part of the pasture
grazed by the herd in pasture A than by the herd in pasture B. That is, herd
B at a given observation tended to graze a part of the pasture w hich had not
been covered adequately at previous times, while herd A seemed to cover very
nearly the same area that had been previously visited.
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In the smaller and more level hardland pastures the percentage of the
pasture covered in the average 24-hour period exceeded that in the sandhill
pastures (Fig. 10) . In this pasture, which was lightly stocked (pasture a) , the
herd covered 30.3 per cent of the pasture. In pasture b, 54.4 per cent of the
pasture was covered in an average day. This latter pasture had two windmills.
From these observations we note that the hardland herds covered a greater
part of their pastures than the cattle in the sandhills. There also seemed to
be an extra advantage in the distribution of grazing by the use of an additional
windmill.
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FIG. 10.-Percentage of pasture covered by herd. Average of fiv e observations sandhills
vs. hardlands. A and B refere to sandhill pasture ; a and b to hardland pastures.

Average maximum distance from windmill attained: The average maximum distance from the nearest windmill, in the last three observations
(Fig. 11 ), shows that in the lightly stocked pastures the cattle grazed farther
from water as the season progressed. In pasture A the maximum distance
reached at Observation 3 was much greater than that in pasture a, even though
the trend toward grazing farther from the mill as the season progressed was
shown in both A and a to a somewhat similar degree.
A possible explanation as to the reason the herd A grazed at quite a distance
from the windmill relatively early in the season may be found in the composition of the zones near the watering places in pastures A and a. Figure 13 shows
that rather unpalatable weeds made up 93 per cent of the vegetation near the
watering place in pasture A .
The maximum distance from the watering place was not as great in the
heavily grazed pastures as in pastures where there were more acres per animal
unit ( B and b as compared with A and a). There was not a steady increase
in distance from the mill as the season progressed in these heavily grazed pastures. The past use of pastures B and b shows that neither of these pastures
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previous to 1940 had been abused as much as had A and a. For that reason
it is probable that the forage near a disturbed area, as around the windmills
in pasture B and b, would be of better quality and more abundant than in
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1 !.-Mean maximum distance fro m n earest watering place. Hardland and sa ndhill
pastu res . A and B refer to sa ndhill pastu res; a and b to hardl and pastures; Nos. 3, 4,
and 5 to observation date.
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those pastures which had previously been heavily grazed. This conclusion
seems logical because forage destruction is first noted at these points of extreme
disturbance ( 1, 29).
Length of grazing and resting cycles: The most striking contrast between
the sandhills and the hardlands was not in the differences in the total amount
of time spent in grazing and resting or in differences produced by environmental influences, but in the length of each grazing and resting period
(Fig. 12). The average length of the grazing period for the sandhill pastures
was 5.5 hours and the resting period was 6.6, while in the hardlands the average grazing period was 3.1 and the resting period, 3.2 hours. This shows the
length of the grazing period to be just about twice as long in the sandhills as
in the hardlands and the resting period slightly over twice as long in the sandhills. Further examination of these results shows that there seems to be no
direct altering of the length of this cycle or period with the differences in the
intensity of grazing.
Thus it has been found that there are definite differences in the activities of
the cattle observed which can hardly be attributed to wind, temperature, or
other climatic factors. These grazing-resting cycles do not seem to be nearly
as much modified by the intensity of grazing or the past use of the range as
by the great differences in the vegetative com position ( tall grasses of the sandhills as com pared with the short grasses of the hardlands, Table 3).

THE EFFECT OF THE INTENSITY OF GRAZING UPON THE
VEGETATION
To determine the effects of different intensities of grazing upon the composition, utilization, and production of vegetation the composition transects were
summarized as grazing zones. In each series of transects there were established
three zones : near the mill, at an intermediate distance, and near the pasture
boundary. The zone nearest the watering place might be likened to a continuously overgrazed area, the intermediate zone to an area grazed to a medium
degree, and the zone nearest the pasture boundary to an area less intensively
grazed.
Lightly stocked sandhill pasture: The extremely heavy grazing of this pasture in the past was probably the primary reason for a low percentage of
grasses ( 4.2 per cent) and such a high percentage of unpalatable weeds (93.4
per cent), nearest the watering place (Table 4). The more palatable species
are the first to be thinned out by livestock and, in the absence of competition
from these desirable plants, less palatable species increase in abundance and
the range deteriorates (1). The only remaining grass in this zone was sand
dropseed, and this grass was utilized to a greater degree than any of the nongrass species. The average foliage density of this zone near the water was
10.4, for the intermediate distance 12.4, and for the zone nearest the pasture
boundary 14 .0. It is extremely significant that though the density was not
much less in this overgrazed zone near the mill, the species here were low
in palatability and were well known as indicators of disturbance.
At the intermediate distance, 63.1 per cent of the total vegetation consisted
of grasses, with 13 species being represented. Instead of 93.4 per cent of the
composition consisting of weeds, as in the zone nearest the windmill, these
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TABLE

3.-0bservations of range cattle activities.
Tota l hours

Pasture1
Pasture

Observation
A
A
A
A
A

2
3
4

5

A verage
Pasture

B
B
B
B
B

1
2
3
4

5

A verage

SANDHILL
AVERAGE

Length of period

Mean temperature

I Resting

Grazing

IResting

Grazing

IResting

Grazing
period

12.0
10.0
12 .0
10. 5
12.0

12.0
14.0
12.0
13.5
12.0

6.0
5.0
6.0
5.3
6.0

6.0
7.0
6.0
6.8
6.0

6 1. 8
80. 3
77. 0
7 1.1
74.2

11.3

12.7

5.7

6.4

72.9

74.2

9. 0
9.0
12.0
10.0
12.5

15.0
15.0
12.0
14.0
11.5

4.5
4.5
6.0
5.0
6.3

7. 5
7.5
6.0
7.0
5.8

65.8
75.3
76.0
73 .8
78.0

66. 8
78.0
85.9
78.4
80. 3

10.5

13.5

5.3

6.8

73.8

77.8

period
62.0
84.6
77. 0
7 1.6
76.1

10.9

13.1

5.5

6. 6

73.3

76.0

11.0
13 .5
11.0
12.5
12.0

13 .0
10.5
13.0
11.5
12 .0

2 .8
4.5
2.8
3.1
3.0

3.3
3.5
3.3
2. 9
3.0

80.4
81.2
77.8
65.4
70.3

80.9
82.3
75.0
62.1
71.0

12.0

12.0

3 .2

3.2

75.0

74.3

11.0
11.0
12.0
12.0
J 2.5

13.0
13.0
12 .0
12.0
11.5

2.8
3.7
3.0
3.0
2.5

3.3
4.3
3.0
3.0
2.3

68.7
81.6
81.1
66. 3
72.7

64.5
73 .7
81.5
64.9
74.7

A verage

11. 7

12 .3

3.0

3.2

74.1

71. 8

HARDLANDS
AVERAGE

11.9

12.2

3.1

3 .2

74.6

73. l

Pasture

a
a
a
a
a

1
2
3
4
5

b
b
h
b
b

l
2
3
4

Average
Pasture

1

5

Capita l letters (A and B) refer to sandhill pastures

small le tters (a and b) to hardland pastures.

species made up 20.l per cent of the composition. In this intermediate zone the
shrubs contributed more to the composition with an increase of both prickly
pear (Opuntia spp.) and prairie rose, making a total shrub population of 16.8
per cent. The percentage of utilization of all species was less than it was at
the zone nearest the mill.
In the zone nearest the pasture boundary 79 per cent of the composition
consisted of grasses, 3 per cent was made made up of weeds, and 18 per cent
consisted of shrubs. Of this 18 per cent shrubs, 16 per cent was prairie rose, one
of the more palatable sandhill shrubs. The sharp decrease in utilization of the
forage from the water to the boundary is very noticeable. No utilization was
found of any of the grasses or £orbs and but 2 per cent of the rose was eaten
at the zone farthest from the watering place.
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4.-Sandhill pasture composition
utilization, and production of
grazing zones.
Grazing zones and average density
Near water

Intermediate

Near boundary

10.4

12.4

14.1

Species

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

tion,

%

Composi- 1 U tilization,

%

GRASSES:
Blow-out grass
Blue grama
Hairy grama
Junegrass
Little bluestem
Lovegrass
Redfield' s grass
Sandhill bluestem
Sand dropseed
Sand reedgrass
Sedge (Ca,-ex)
Sedge (Cyperns)
Six-weeks fescue
Switchgrass
W estern wheatgrass
Western need legrass
Total composition

4.2

2.0
10.7
3.1
3.7
63.1

Percentage of total volume

7.6

80.0

%

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

4.2

34.8
0.1
93.4

Percentage of total vol ume

88.7

2.4
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.4
50.6
0.2
1.0

2.4
2.4

22.0

10.0
1.8
0.6
1.9
0.3
10.6
13. l
0.6
4.7

%

30.8
9.8
1.0
2.0

6.8
18.5
7.8
0.1
0.4

5.0
3.0
79.0
87.2

2 .0

0.2
7.9

1.0
1.0
2.0

4.0
0.2
0.3
1.1
2.2
2.7

1.0

0.5
0.2
0.2
0.4

11.0

8.0

1.7
20.1

1.5
3.0

13.0

1.3

7.9
8.9
16.8

2.0

1.4
16.6
18.0

3.6
Percentage of total volume
100.0
Total composition

.6.8
100.0

11.3
100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total production

tion,

4.8

WEEDS:
Blue vervain
Evening primrose
Lamb's quarters
Perennial ragweed
Russian thistle
Sage
Smartweed
Spurge
Sunflower
Thistle
Umbrella plant
Water-hemp
Others (total) 1
Total composition
SH RUBS:
Prickl y pear
Wild rose
Total composition

tion,

2.0

Species not making up at least 1.0 per cent of total composition were added together and considered
as "others."
1
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Thus the percentage of forage utilized, as well as the compos1t1on and
production of the vegetation, indicates a very poor distribution of grazing in
this pasture (Fig. 13 ). From the past history of this range we know that as a
C
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FIG. 13.-Sandhill pasture A.

The inner circle and cross represent the windmill. Each
zone represents a third of the distance from windmill to pasture boundary. C percentage of the composition of the total vegetation. U = the weighted average percentage
of utilization. V = percentage of th e total volume produced.

=

whole it had been overstocked for some time previous to the year in which
this study was conducted. These composition studies emphasize the fact that
abuse of a pasture is shown by a decrease in grasses. It is also shown that
the greater the abuse, the greater is the increase in unpalatable weeds at the
expense of these grasses.
Heavily stocked sandhill pasture: This range had been grazed more judiciously in the past then pasture A, and had a much higher percentage of
grasses near the watering place than found in A (Fig. 14). In the zone nearest
the mill 33.9 per cent of the total vegetation was made up of grasses, 65.8 per
cent of £orbs, and 0.3 per cent shrubs. It should be noted (Table 5) that in
this pasture seven of the better sandhill grasses remained at the zone nearest
water. An increase in percentage of grasses and a decrease in £orbs was apparent
from the windmill to the pasture boundary. The total density of vegetation,
however, was less at the pasture edge than near the mill. This may be explained by the fact that the hills near the edge of the pasture supported the
typical dune grasses with their somewhat lower density than that of the sodforming grasses found in the dry valleys.
Lightly stocked hard/and pasture: The fine-textured soils of the hardlands
are much less disturbed by trampling than those of the sandhills; thus the
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FIG. 14 .-Sandhill pasture B. The inner circle and cross represent the windmil l. Each
zone represents a third of the distance from windmill to pasture boundary. C = percentage of the composition of the total vegetation. U = the weighted average percentage
of utilization. V = percentage of the total volum e produced.
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FIG. 15.-Hard land pasture a. The inner circle and cross represent the windmill. Each
zone represents a third of the distance from windmill to pasture boundary. C = percentage of the composition of the total vegetation. U = the weighted average percentage
of utilization. V = percentage of the total volume produced.
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effects of a disturbance near a windmill or other places where livestock congregate are not quite so noticeable as in the sandhills.
In this pasture, which had been heavily grazed in the past but was rather
lightly stocked during this study, the composition of grasses in the plots near
the windmill (Fig. 15) was 59.0 per cent. This was a higher percentage of
TABLE

5.-Sandhill Pasture composition
utilization, and production of
grazing zones.
Grazing zones and average density
Near water

Intermediate

Near boundary

10.8

15.0

9.6

Species

Composi- 1 Utilization,

GRASSES:
Blue grama
Hairy grama
Little bluestem
Lovegrass
Sandhill bluestem
Sand dropseed
Sand reedgress
Sedge (Carex)
Sedge (Cyperus)
Switchgrass
Western need legrass
Total composition
Percentage of total volume
WEEDS:
Bee flower
Cut-leaved sid eranthus
Marestail
Perennial ragweed
Puccoon
Smartweed
Sunflower
Water hemp
Wild aster
Others (total) 1
Total composition
Percentage of total vol um e

%

tion,

%

8.0
8.0
3.5

72.0
25 .0
69.0

3.2
7.5
3.5

69.0
65.0
54.0

0.2

45 .0

33.9
43.5
1.0
12.5
4.6
2 .0
33.2
1.2
6.3
5.0

tion,

%

21.0
15.8
11.1
5.8
8.7
10.0
3.5
0.2
0.1
8.4
85 .4
92.4

tio n,

14.0
35.0
50.0
35.0
14.0
25 .0
6.0
28.0
15.0

%

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

tion,

%

20.2
12.6

4.0
9.0

2.6
9.4
32.5
0.2

9.0
6.0
9.0
6.0

0.2
10.7
88.4
95.9

3.0
6.0

5.0
15.0

1.0
12.0
4.0
17.0

65.8
56.1

SHRUBS:
Prickl y pear
Sand cherry
Wild rose
Others (total) 1
0.3
0.3
Total composition
0.4
Percentage of total volum e
100.0
Total composition
100.0
Total production

Composi- 1 Utiliza-

0.6
0.8

2.0

0.7
0.2

0.3

3.0

1.6

0.2
0.4
2.3
0.9

1.0
3.5
1.7
1.6

3.3
9.0
40.0
12.3
6.7
100 .0
100.0

18.0

6.0
0.5
8.1
3.0
100.0
100.0

1.0
6.0

1 Species not making up at least 1.0 per cent of total composition were added together and considered
as "others."
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grasses than occurred at this zone in either of the sandhill pastures studied .
There was a steady increase in the percentage of grasses toward the pasture
boundary. The zone farthest from the windmill conta ined 97.9 per cent of
grasses .
It is of special interest here that the shrubs make up 7.7 per cent of the
total composition near the watering place and decrease steadily as one goes
away from the mill.
TABLE

6.- Hardland Pasture "a"-Composition, utilization, and production
of grazing zones.
Grazing zones and average density
Near water

Intermediate

Near boundary

15.1

16.7

14.3

Species

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

tion,

%

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

tion,

%

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

GRASSES:
Blue grama
Buffalo grass
Hairy grama
Litt le bluestem
Niggerwool
Prairie triple-awn grass
Sand dropseed
Sand reedgrass
Side-oats grama
Western need legrass
Total composition

24.1

44.0

1.0
0.5
7.2
1.5
3.9
7.6
0.1
13 .1
59.0

7.0
13.0
36.0

Percentage of total volume

75 .0

95.2

99 .1

0.8
11.2
16.2
1.7
0.9
2.5

0.3

33.2

0.1
0.0
1.5
0.9
0.1
0.2
3.0
5.9

20.4

3.9

0.9

0.4
0.2

0.5

WEEDS:
Butterfly weed
Marestail
Perennial ragweed
Smooth goldenrod
Thistle
W ild aster
Others (tota l) 1
Total composition
Percentage of total

SHRUBS:
Match weed
Pasture sage
Prickly pear
Wild rose
Others (total) '
Total composition

volume

17.0
28.0
4.0
48.0

8.0
3.0

50.1
8.9

23.0
9.0

8.2
8.5

10 .0
19.0

0.4
16.9
93 .1

8.0
22.0

%

67.7

20.0

2.2
2.5
11.1

4.0
3.0
13.0

0.1

1.0

14.4
97.9

16.0

0. 1
2.0
0.1
1.0
1.0

0.9
1.5

1.1

2.3
2.6
2.0

6.0

7.8

0.3
1.0

4.6
Percentage of tota l volume
T otal composition
100.0
Total production
100.0

0.9
100.0
100.0

1

tion,

3.0
0.5
100.0
100.0

Species not making up at least 1.0 per cent of total compos iti on were added together an d considered

as "others ."
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The reason for this becomes apparent when it is noted (Table 6) that three
unpalatable species and well known indicators of overgrazing (2)-sage,
matchweed, and prickly pear-make up the bulk of the shrub population.
Heavily stocked hard/and pasture: This pasture had two windmills. One
was established many years ago ( east mill) and the other in the spring of 1940
( west mill). The £orb population in the zone nearest the east watering place
was rather high, 25.3 per cent (Fig. 16). It is interesting to note (Table 7)
that the palatable grasses and grasslike plants such as the climax species of

Gral!l!'ea

9 3.S

25.3

93. 0

forb,
Shnib!i

l.4
S.l

.2
.7

.2
6. 9

Gra sses
fo r-bs
Sh rubs

95 . 2
3. 2
1.6

35.8
4 .4
.8

94. 9
3. 7

\
_v
Grasses

forbs
Shrubs

64. 0

45. 3

25.3
10 .7

~-2

,.,

81 .2
16. 7
2_. l

G)

FIG. 16.-Hardland pasture b (east mill ) . The inner circle and cross represent the windmill.
Each zone represents a third of the distance from windmill to pasture boundary.
C = percentage of the composition of the total vegetation. U = the weighted average
percentage utilization. V = percentage of the total volume produced.

western needlegrass and niggerwool increased in their percentage composition
toward the pasture boundary. The unpalatable prairie triple-awn grass decreased away from the windmill. The unpalatable shrubs were more abundant near the disturbed area ( watering place) while a more palatable species,
prairie shoestring, decreased in this heavily grazed portion of the pasture.
In general there was an obvious decrease in the percentage of utilization of
the most palatable plants in the zones further from the watering place.
The composition transects which were taken from the newly established
west mill (Table 8) showed a similar trend in the percentage of utilization of
palatable species; that is, the percentage of utilization of the desirable plants
decreased from the mill to the pasture boundary. In contrast to the older
disturbance ( east mill), however, was the low £orb population near the west
mill ( Fig. 17). Instead of making up over one-fourth of the population of
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the vegetation near the watering place, £orbs at this newly established mill
m ade up only 2.6 per cent. These £orbs showed no progressive decrease in the
percentage of the total population in the zones farther from the mill (Fig. 18).
From these observations it seems that the percentage of utilization of the
forage very nearly denotes the present use of a pasture, while any drastic
change in composition is probably due to several years of abuse (Fig. 19).

DISCUSSION
The livestock manager should know something of the vegetative composition of his pastures and the value of various plants. In order to use his land
T ABLE

7.-Hardland Pasture "b" (east mill)-Composition, utilization, and
production of grazing zones.
Grazing zones and average density
Near water

Intermed iate

Near boundary

15.7

20.5

15 .0

Species

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

GRASSES:
28.5
Blue grama
15.2
Buffalo grass
5.9
Niggerwool
2.7
Prairie triple-awn grass
2.1
Western needlegrass
9.6
Western wheatgrass
64.0
Total composition
Percentage of total volum e
81.2
WEEDS:
H airy golden aster
4.3
Loco-weed
2.9
Marestail
7.0
Perennial ragweed
2.4
Smartweed
1.1
Wild alfalfa
4.3
Wild aster
1
3.7
Others (total)
25.3
T otal composition
16.7
Percentage of total volume
SHRUBS:
5.9
Match weed
0.5
Pasture sage
Prairie shoestring
3.2
Prickly pear
1.l
Wild rose
10.7
T otal composition
2.1
Percentage of tota l volume
100.0
Total composition
100.0
Total production

tion,

%

59.0
49.0
36.0
12.0
21.0
19.0

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

tion,

%

Composi- 1 Utilization,

%

tion,

%

50.7
5.7
15.9

41.0
37.0
38.0

52.9
3.0
17.8

27.0
17.0
28. 0

16.3
6.6
95.2
94.9

26.0
15.0

19.8

19.0

2.0
0.3

5.0

7.0
3.0
3.0

0.1

7.0

93.5
93.0

0.3
0.5
3.2
3.7
0.2
1.3
0.1

30 .0
1.6
1.4
100.0
100.0

1.4
1.4
0.2

12 .0

1.8
3.3
5.1
6.8
100.0
100.0

1.0

1 Species no t makin g up at lea st 1.0 per cent of tota l composition were added together and considered
as "others. "
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TABLE

8.-Hardland Pasture "b" (west mill)-Composition, utilization , and
production of grazing z ones.
Grazing zones and average density
Nea r water

Species

WEE DS:
Butterfly weed
Cone-flower
Cut-leaved sid era nthus
H airy gold en aster
Marestail
Perennial ragweed
Others ( total )'
Total co mposition
Perce ntage of total volum e
S HR UBS :
Match weed
Pasture sage
Prairie shoestring
Prickly pear
Total composition
Percentage of total volum e
T otal com position
Total prod uction
1

Near bound ary

18.9

19.0

18.1

Composi- 1 Utiliza -

Composi- 1 Utilization, %
tion, %

Composi- 1 U tili za-

tion,

GRASSES :
Blue grama
Buffalo grass
Little bluestem
Niggerwool
Prairie triple-awn grass
Sandhill bluestem
Sandreed grass
W estern wheatgrass
T otal composition
Percentage of total volume

Intermediate

%

40.3
9.7
0.2
3 1.7

11.1
93 .0
94.9

tion,

%

52.0
41.0
18.0
30.0

22.0

0.4
0.3
0.5
0.7
1.0
2.6
2. 9
0.9
2.2

17.0
6.0

tion,

%

tion,

%

55. 8

44.0

57.6
2 .8

30 .0
21. 0

15.5
0. 7
1.2
5.2
10.8
89.2
90.4

29.0

19.7

20. 0

0. 2
16.5
96.8
97.3

20.0
9. 0

2.0
1.0
1.0

26.0
21.0
20.0

0.4
8.0
10.0

0. 8
1.1

6.0
2.0

1.0
0.4
0.9
3 .2
2.7

5.4
4.1
0.4
5.0

13.0

1.3

4.4
2.1
100. 0
100.0

5. 4
5. 4
100.0
100 .0

100.0
100.0

Species not ma kin g up at least 1.0 per cent of tota l compositi on were added together and con side red

as "others."

properly he should know how to control the utilization of his range. Practical
plant ecology might often be used to a great advantage in pasture management.
To think ecologically requires a knowledge of the facts and the ability to
relate them correctly (12) . It is of great importance for the cattleman to have
a knowledge of the signs of both overgrazing and undergra z ing, but most
of all he should understand the causes of such maladjustments .
Early and continuous overgrazing depletes the organic food reserves of
palatable perennial plants, thus eventually k illing them. The area formerly
occupied by perennial plants may become populated with annuals or with other
perennials which are less edible or less palatable (1) (Fig. 20). Recent research
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24 , 1
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5 .4

4.5

5. 4
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39 . 7
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2 .1
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17.-H ard land pasture b (west mill).
Each zone represents a third of the
C = percentage of the composition of
percentage utilization. V = percentage
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4,!

FIG.

The inner circle and cross represent the windmill.
distance from windmill to pasture boundary.
the total vegetation. U = the weighted ave rage
of the total volume produced.

F IG .

18.-Hardland windmill scene showing only local disturbance caused by one year's
u se of a watering place. (Hardland pasture b, west mill. )
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19.- Ragweed and marestail have largely replaced desirable grasses in this heavily
grazed pasture-left side of fence. Note the cover of grasses on the right side of fence.

FIG.

20.-Hardland scene showing pasture sage Artemisia frigida and matchweed Gutierrezia sarothrae in a pasture as the result of heavy grazing, while in a protected area
on the left side of the fence are both western needlegrass stipa comata and prairie shoestring Amorpha canescens.

FIG.

shows that the practice of continuous heavy grazing of permanent pastures
may not immediately reduce the quantity of the vegetative growth. Eventually,
however, productivity of the grasses will be decreased because the storage of
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organic foods will be curtailed. The final result will be not only a decrease
in productivity but also a reduction in the development of rhizomes and
roots ( 11 ). From intensive studies in California of the carbohydrates stored
in underground parts of grasses, McCarty (20) in 1938 concluded that "Preservation of these range grasses depends upon the manufacture and storage of
carbohydrates by the plant in excess of those consumed in growth. Any system
of grazing that permits complete and frequent removal of green shoots, thereby
preventing manufacture and storage of carbohydrates, is injurious and may
result in the destruction of the grass cover."
One of the most common practices of lessening this injury caused by continuous and heavy grazing is the use of systems of deferred and rotation
grazing. In recent investigations carried on in the northern great plains it
was found that steers on pastures alternately grazed made significantly greater
gains than those on pastures grazed continuously, at the same rate of stocking.
The gains per acre were likewise significantly greater in the pastures grazed
alternately 4 ). This method therefore has proved to be more efficient than
continuous grazing in the production of beef.
Sarvis (28) who has conducted work at Mandan, North Dakota, remarks
that "The most efficient system of grazing is one that will insure sufficient
forage during the entire season to produce the greatest total gain in weight
with the least number of cattle on the minimum unit of land without permanent injury to the native vegetation. The requirements of this measure of
grazing efficiency are most nearly fulfilled by the deferred and rotation system
of grazing."
Hedges ( 14 ), in his report upon the cattle industry of the Nebraska sandhills in 1926, stated that continuous pasturing which does not permit the
native grasses to reseed should be discouraged. He recommended some system
of rotation grazing and advised as follows: "Experience has shown that
deferred grazing of about a fifth of the acreage each year is sufficient. This
policy, of course, makes cross fencing necessary, but the same area will support
more cattle than under a system of continuous grazing."
Many of the ranchers of the sandhill area practice a very definite system
of this type. It should be noted that the AAA range conservation program
has furthered the use of such systems of grazing. There is little doubt that
deferred and rotation grazing could be used to a great advantage on many
more ranches in western Nebraska. Most Nebraska ranchers who use this
system find that if these deferred areas are rotated, thus giving a different pasture a rest each year or two, the extra forage will more than pay for the cost
of fencing. In the case of the large operators who have a great number of
rather small pastures, this rotation system usually proves to be very satisfactory.
As indicated by the present studies it seems that the various types of vegetation exert an influence upon the activities of the livestock and that these
contrasted types of range lands offer somewhat different management problems
because of the composition of the forage and the differences in soil and topography. It is also known that livestock exert a great deal of influence upon
the vegetation and may change the vegetative composition of a range area very
decidedly.
It is this mutual relationship which the range manager seeks to interpret.
Only by a study of the various degrees of range use by livestock can the
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majority of these problems be solved. One of the most important of these
problems, from the standpoint of proper forage utilization, is that offered
in securing the equitable distribution of livestock over the range area. Allred
( 1) has suggested that salt distribution in relation to the distribution of watering places may be a very important factor in securing a more uniform distribution of cattle.

FIG. 21.-Sandhill wate ring place which has been badl y abused . Note the reduction of
vegetative cover and the sig ns of serious w ind erosion . (P hoto courtesy of Soil Cononser vation Service; R. W. Hufnagle photographer.)

There are several factors which should influence the location of salt in
relation to water. Among these are topography and character of the soil,
nature of the forage, range condition, and condition of the cattle. A great
deal of care should be used in the placement of the salt. Ordinarily it should
not be nearer than one-half mile from the water and never farther than a
practical walking distance for the livestock. A shift of location of salt
grounds should always be made in time to prevent decided damage to the
range, by wind or water erosion, in the vicinity of the salt ground. Where
the practice has been followed distribution of the animals by proper placement
of salt is similar to that secured by proper distribution of watering places;
but this applies to a lesser degree than in the case of water. The use of a salt
box mounted on a sled facilitates the movement of salt.
Adequate water and the proper distribution of watering places are very
essential to proper range use (Fig. 21). Cory (7) showed that cattle did not
get adequate water where they had to travel over a mile for it. Climate,
character of soil, type of vegetation, and the class of livestock are important
factors to be considered . Watering places should be available in such numbers
and so distributed as to avoid excessive trailing, which disturbs the forage
cover and reduces the gains in weight. The successful rancher in the sandhills
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realizes that this excessive trailing year after year along the same course
creates much disturbance of the loose sand and that damage may be great.
From years of observation he knows that these local disturbances may cause
a noticeable decrease in forage production because of a lowered density, or
cover, of good grass. The appearance of conspicuous signs of overgrazing or
other disturbances cannot always be interpreted as meaning that the pasture
as a whole is overstocked, but rather may indicate improper distribution of
the livestock. In pasture A of the sandhills the cattle received little or no
value from the excellent forage which was available in the zone near the
pasture boundary, while they overgrazed other parts of the pasture.
In the hardlands these management problems seem to be less important,
perhaps because the signs of misuse are less apparent in their early stages. In
this area the rancher must also have an adequate knowledge of the signs of

FIG. 22.- Scene in the hardl and s showing western needlegrass stipa comata and pram e

shoestring Am orpha canescens in a hay m eadow on the left side of the fence, and the
absence of both species along the right side of the fence in a heavil y grazed pasture.

overgrazing and disturbance (Fig. 22). The appearance of bare areas or a
conspicuous differential utilization of vegetation in the various parts of the
pasture are equally as important as they are in the sandhills. These indicators
show improper distribution, even though the signs may be somewhat more
difficult to recognize.
A knowledge of the habits of such indicators of disturbance and misuse
as sunflower, spurge, soapweed, umbrella plant, and perennial ragweed may
serve as a guide to the sandhill rancher.
It should be pointed out that a local area of any one of these species may
have little or no significance but that the continued and increased occurrence
of several of them may be used as a fairly reliable indication of overuse.
By careful observation the story of past range use may be read from the
character of the range itself. Sometimes the record is clear, but often it is
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not. Indicator plants may often be the best clues to past happenings. There
may be some clues which are very illustrative and some which are misleading.
The character of the soil, the type of vegetation, the climate, and the degree of
slope all affect the production and use of forage. When the word "indicator"
is used, it is often interpreted as "indicator of abuse." This does not always
apply, for certain plants may also be used as indicators of proper use. For
example the abundance of palatable plants or species which are seasonally overgrazed, such as western needlegrass, often makes a distinct contribution to the
story of past use (Fig. 23). Some of the most outstanding signs of deterioration are: (1) close grazing of unpalatable or inferior forage, (2) replacement

FIG. 23.- A herd of cattl e in the hardl ands. Note the short g rass vege tation , the gently
rolling topography, and the abund ance of light col ored flowering stalks of western
needlegrass w hich indicate thar this pasture has not been overgrazed early in the season .

of desirable forage plants by poor ones, (3) thinning of ground cover, (4)
weakened vitality of principal forage plants, and (5) accelerated wind or water
eros10n.
The condition of the livestock may be a very poor indicator of range condition. At times, for example, livestock may do reasonably well, for a short
while, at the expense of the range. Some of the principal reasons for range
deterioration are: (1) overgrazing, (2) drought, (3) fire, (4) trailing and
trampling by the livestock, (5) range-destroying rodents, and ( 6) cultivation.
The final end sought by range research should be good range management.
This management should consist of three simple elements: (1) proper season
of grazing by the kind of livestock best suited to the area, (2) proper numbers
of animals, and (3) satisfactory distribution of the livestock over the area.

SUMMARY
The obj ectives of this study were: to obtain an analysis of the vegetation of
tall and short grass range land, to observe the activities of cattle on the range,
and to determine the effects of grazing upon the vegetation.
It was noted that in the sandhills there was a great diversity of vegetative
types. In order of decreasing forage production per acre, these types were:
wet meadow, dry meadow, salt grass, dry valley, and dune sand.
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The hardland region dominated at present by short grasses was an area
with very uniform vegetation. There were no distinct vegetative types such
as those of the sandhills. One reason for this uniformity of the hardlands was
the wide occurrence of blue grama.
The factors of temperature, wind, cloudiness, or other climatic factors
seemed to have little or no direct effect upon the activities of the cattle. Neither
the rate of stocking nor the type of forage produced had any great effect upon
the total hours spent in grazing and resting; but the cattle grazing on the
hardlands (irrespective of rate of stocking) grazed and rested for shorter
periods than did herds in the sandhills. Thus the length of the grazing and
resting cycles seems to be affected by the difference in the type of forage
upon which the cattle graze.
The effects of grazing upon the vegetation were studied by an analysis
of the grazing zones of each pasture. These zones showed that nearest the
watering place there was much disturbance by trampling and overgrazing.
The zone nearest the water may be likened to an overgrazed pasture, the zone
at an intermediate distance to a moderately grazed area, and the zone near
the pasture boundary to a lightly grazed pasture. The various pastures studied
showed that after several years of this overgrazing near the windmill the
vegetative composition became drastically changed, resulting in the invasion
of unpalatable weeds in the abused areas. It appears that a great change in
vegetative composition is usually the result of several years of abuse, while
the difference in the percentage of utilization in the various zones may be an
index to present use.
Probably the most serious factor in the deterioration of the sandhill ranges
is the improper distribution of grazing animals over the range area, resulting
in extreme overgrazing on parts of the range and undergrazing on other
parts. This is also a serious problem in the hardland pastures.
The final aim in range research should be to discover means of securing the
essential facts for a better range management program. Probably the three
most essential elements in a management program should be: ( 1) proper season
of grazing by the kind of livestock best suited to the area, (2) use of proper
number of animals, and (3) satisfactory distribution of livestock over the
range area.
APPENDIX
CoMMON AND ScIENTIFIC NAMES oF PLANTS INCLUD E D IN THIS STUDY
GRASSES AND GRASSLIKE PLANTS

Big bluestem ....
. .. Andropogon furcatus
Blow-out grass.
. . Muhlenbergia pungens
Blue grama.
. .... . . . . .... Bouteloua gracilis
Bluejoint.
. .Calamagrostis canadensis
Buffalo grass ..
Buchloe dactyloides
Hairy gram a .... ... . . . . . .... .
.. Bouteloua hirsuta
Indian grass.
Sorghastrum nutans
Junegrass.
. .... . .. . . .
... Koeleria cristata
Little bluestem.
. . ... .. .. . . . .
. ... Andropogon scoparius
. Erogrostis tricl,odes
Lovegrass .
..............................
Carex filifolia
Niggerwool.
.. Aristida longiseta
Prairie triple-awn .
. .. . . .. .. . .... ... . .. ... . . . .... Muhlenbergia cttspidata
Prairie muhl y .
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Redfield's grass.
. Redfieldia flexuosa
Rush .....
.........
. .Juncus spp.
Saltgrass.
. . . . . . . . .. . ... . Distichlis stricta
Sand dropseed . .
. ........... S porobolus cryptandrus
Sandhill bluestem ... . . , . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . ...... Andropogon hallii
Sand reedgrass.
Calamovilfa longifolia
Sedge ... . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .... . .. .. . ... Carex spp.
Sedge. . . . . . . . . . .
. .... . ... Cyperus spp.
Side-oats grama. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . ..... Bouteloua curtipendula
Six-weeks fescue.
. Festuca octof{ora
Sloughgrass
.........
Spartina pectinata
Swamp reedgrass.
. Phragmites communis
Switchgrass.
.........
Panicum virgatum
Western needlegrass.
. .... . .......... Stipa comata
Western wheatgrass.
. ... . Agropyron smithii
Wild barley. . . .
. . ... Hordeum jubatum
WEEDS

Bee flower.
. ................ Cleome serrulata
Blue vervain.
. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . Verbena spp.
Bu tterfly weed
... Guara coccinea
Prairie cone flower ........... . . . ...... .. . . . ....... Ratibida spp.
Cut-leaved sideranthus.
. . Sideranthus spinulosus
Evening primrose .
. ... Oenothera spp.
Hairy golden aster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Chrysopsis villosa
Lamb's quarters.
. .. .Chenopodium album
Loco-weed .......... ... . . .. . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . ..... Astragalus spp.
Marestail . . . .
. .. .Leptilon canadense
Perennial ragweed.
. .... Ambrosia psilostachya
P uccoon. . .
. Lithospermum spp.
Russian thistle. .
..........
. .. Salsola pestifer
Sage. . . . . . . . . .
. .... , . . . . . . . .. . . ... Artemisia spp.
Smartweed. . .
. Pol yon
spp.
Smooth goldenrod .
. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Solidago glaberrima
Spurge. . . . . . . .
Euphorbia spp.
Sunflower.
. . . ... . . . . . .. . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . .... Helianthus spp.
T histle . . . . .
Cirsium spp.
Umbrella plant .... . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .... Eriogonum annuum
W ater hemp .
. ..... .Acnida spp.
Wild alfa lfa. .
. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . ... Psoralea f{oribunda
Wild aster. .
. .... Aster spp.
SHRUBS

Matchweed.
Pasture sage .
Prairie shoestring .
Prickly pear.
Sand cherry ...
Soap weed.
Wild rose .....

.................. Gutierrezia sarotl,rae
. . .A,·temisia frigida
Amorpha canescens
. ... Opuntia spp.
. . Prunus besseyi
.Yucca glauca
. ... . . .. .... Rosa spp.
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